WELL DONE!

YOU MADE A POSITIVE CHOICE!
= Respect and Trust from others,
More responsibility and opportunities,
Feeling GOOD about yourself!
OUR WELLBEING GOALS

RIGHT to learn and to feel safe

RESPONSIBILITY for our choices

Respect Repair and Renew conflicts RESTORATIVLEY

CALM voices and actions

CARING to ourselves and others

CONNECTED as a multicultural COMMUNITY of students, staff and families

WORKING IN HARMONY

Team Work, Understanding
Celebrating our similarities and differences
COOL SCHOOL RULES!

**Following Instructions**
Doing what you have been asked.

**Respecting others**
Accepting Difference
Treating people with care and kindness
Taking turns and being fair

**Speaking Politely**
Excuse Me, Please and Thank You!
Knowing when it’s the right time to speak
Appropriate Voice Volume and Tone

**Listening Well**
Eyes and body facing the speaker
Mouth closed
Body is calm and still

**Care for property**
Using equipment mindfully
Packing equipment away neatly
Asking permission first before touching

**Being safe**
Walking to and from places calmly
Lining up correctly
Aware of personal space
WELLBEING GOALS

COOL SCHOOL RULES

LANGUAGE OF CHOICE

POSITIVE CHOICE

NEGATIVE CHOICE

POSITIVE PRAISE!

STAR CHART

AWARDS AND REWARDS

Respect and Trust from others,
More responsibility and opportunities,
Feeling GOOD about yourself!

HELPFUL HINT

ASSERTIVE WARNING

RESTORATIVE THINKING TIME

AGREED CONSEQUENCE

REPEATED OR SERIOUS:

TIME AWAY

PARENTS CONTACTED